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PRESS STATEMENT 

In recent days there have been reports in the media regarding the status of Vanuatu's highly 
successful Citizenship by Investment (CBI) Program - The Vanuatu "Development Support 
Program" (DSP) and "Vanuatu Contribution Program" (VCP). 

The reports and articles have led to challenges from certain quarters regarding the validity of 
Citizenship granted under the Program, and also generated discussion surrounding the current 
go�ernment's broadening of Vanuatu's CBI options. 

All debate and constructive comment is welcomed by the Government of Vanuatu and the 
Citizenship Commission responsible for managing the programs. On the other hand, 
qu�stionable opinion, speculation and bias presented as fact, with the aim of undermining the 
Prdgrams or the Government is rejected out of hand. Such fabrications will not succeed in 
their attempts to discredit the firmly founded and secured rights and protections of our highly 
valued Citizens as granted under the Programs. 

The Vanuatu Citizenship Commission would like to issue the following clarifications: 

1. The DSP and VCP Programs were created under a previous government administration. It 
is only right and proper that the current government, under the leadership of the
Prime Minister the incumbent Bob Loughman Weibur, reviews and adjusts the
Programs to ensure that they are "fit for purpose" and in-line with the Prime Minister's
objectives.

2. The only authorized channel to suggest, create and communicate program modifications 
is the Vanuatu Citizenship Commission. All other statements or comments regarding
the Programs or citizenship program augmentations should be treated as unofficial or 
personal remarks and not government policy.

3. From time to time, program extension agreements may be reached, or new proposals 
floated with the aim of broadening the appeal and success of Vanuatu's CBI. However; 
even when agreements in principle are made, there is still a further process of
consultation and validation to be conducted before such initiatives can be formally
launched, with the Prime Minister's explicit approval as Minister responsible for
Citizenship.






